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Abstract

We describe an approach to modeling the domain information in a data or knowledge

base in a manner which is independent of the data model used. Our graph-based domain

model describes the concepts, relations, operators, and organizations of domains with a

complex structure. This approach is illustrated with excerpts of domain models from

molecular biology which we have found useful in the development of molecular biol-

ogy databases.
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How can a domain with a complex structure be modeled?

In domains with a rich, complex structure, too much information is lost when attempting to model

the domain using representation mechanisms which coerce the information into one structure

instead of attempting to model the domain-specific structure in general manner. We propose a

graph-based description language which can represent the complex, graph-like structure of realis-

tic domains such as biology, electronic circuits, geographic information systems, hypertext, and

desktop publishing.

Two kinds of complexity in the domains we are attempting to model are: (1) the variety of ways in

which each concept, relation, or operation in a domain can be defined in terms of other concepts,

relations, and operations and (2) the multiple organizations of concepts, relations, and operations

required to describe the domain. Although it may be necessary to define simple, basic or “natural

kind” concepts, most concepts are defined by complex, graph-like relationships between other

concepts. Some of the graphs have a regular, easily described pattern of connecting the data and

others have no discernible pattern. Because of the mix of regular and irregular structures and the

variety of different types of regular patterns, no one representation mechanism can effectively

model all the concepts. Relations and operations can also be defined by complex combinations of

other elements. The abstraction of concepts, relations, and operations is important to model in

realistic domains, and in addition to abstracting some of the details of the domain, these “abstract”

concepts are related to other concepts in regular or irregular patterns which form new levels of

abstraction. The repeated abstraction of concepts, relations, and operations forms an organization.

Additionally, in a realistic domain each concept can take part in a variety of different abstractions,

and each abstraction must be organized. Because some organizations cannot be represented as a

simple hierarchy but often have a complex, graph-like structure, the multiple organizations create

an additional type of complexity. We are addressing these two types of complexity using a graph

description language: (1) the definition of realistic concepts, relations, and operations from vari-

ous regular or irregular patterns of connected domain elements and (2) the multiple organizations

of levels of abstraction.

We demonstrate how our graph description language can model the concepts and relations of bio-

logical domains in a manner which is natural to the domain expert, describe two mechanisms for

modeling the operators of domains, and discuss how graphs define a general mechanism for orga-

nizing information in the domain.
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1.  Overview of Domain Modeling

Domain models represent and organize information in a manner which is independent of the type

of database used. English (or another human language) is often a natural way of describing a

domain. Some scientific domains, such as physics, use mathematics as a description language. For

other domains, pictures and diagrams are useful. Here we describe a method of using graphs to

describe domains in molecular biology.

Domain models organize domain-specific information in a data model independent manner.

Domain information can be stored in databases which have different data models, and domain

modeling abstracts the concepts, relations, operations, and organizations from data models. Data

models are a method of describing the different types of databases by defining a formal means of

representing and manipulating data in a database. The representation models the concepts and

relations in the domain while the operators in the data model define how the data is to be manipu-

lated. In traditional data models, part of the database development task is to specify how the data

model operators are to be used to define the tasks and operations from the domain. An extensible

data model, such as in object-oriented data models, allows the developer to define and implement

all the operations on the data in a full programming language (Zdonik, 1990). Application-spe-

cific data models allow the user to define both the representation and operations on the data

(Graves, 1993a). All of these kinds of data models must be supported by domain models.

Data models specify the structure of the data and behavior of operations on it. Domain models are

an abstraction of data models which do not specify how the data is manipulated but declare what

operations should be performed. Data models represent and manipulate the structural information

in the domain using a collection of data model specific operations. The domain model also speci-

fies the relations between concepts in the domain which are used to define the behavior of the

database.

Domain modeling abstracts the concepts, relations, operations, and organizations from data mod-

els. A model of a domain must represent the concepts in a domain and the relations between them

that can hold. It also should represent the operations which can be performed on the elements of

the domain, what relationships are required for the operation to take place and what the resulting

relationships will be. For large domains to be accessible to the user, it is also important that user-

defined, natural organizations be defined by the model. In addition to the traditional organizations

of generalization and aggregation, the domain may specify groupings, multiple taxonomies, tem-

poral sequences, spatial orientations, and other domain-specific organizations which are impor-

tant for describing the domain.
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1.1  Conceptual Modeling

Conceptual modeling describes the concepts and relations which must be represented in a data-

base for a specific domain (Brodie, 1984). Domain modeling extends conceptual modeling by

describing the operations and organization of data in a domain.

1.2  Domain Analysis

A related approach to domain modeling is domain analysis in software engineering (Prieto-Diaz,

1991) which is an aspect of software reuse. The emphasis of domain analysis is on discovering

aspects of the domain which can be used in many different software applications, while domain

modeling attempts to find aspects of the domain which are useful for multiple data bases.

Although many of the details are different, domain analysis does suggest a variety of approaches

which might be taken. Neighbors (1980) suggests that a domain is a collection of objects, opera-

tions on the objects and relations between the objects. Prieto-Diaz (1987) suggests that rules of

usage and multiple classifications into groups and abstractions are also useful. Greenspan,

Mylopoulos and Borgida (1982) define domains (for requirement modeling) as objects, activities,

and assertions which are organized using different abstraction mechanisms. Domain analysis also

suggests mechanisms of formalizing domain information in terms of an algebra, with sorts, oper-

ations, and axioms (Srinivas, 1990) or as semantic theories (Goguen, 1986).

1.3  Semantic Networks

Semantic networks were one of the first representation formalisms to attempt to capture structural

relationships in a domain (Quillian, 1968), and they are the precursor of current attribute value

formalisms, conceptual modeling, and semantic databases. Semantic networks attempted to cap-

ture the associative properties of human cognition by linking closely related concepts. Reasoning

could then be done through spreading activation, where links are followed to discover closely

related concepts. This did not work in the way it was intended because uneven coverage of

knowledge in the domain tended to bias the ``distance”. Closely related concepts in the area of

interest were more distant than relatively unrelated concepts because more information (concepts

and links) were added in the domain of interest than in peripheral areas. Semantic networks did,

however, demonstrate their ability to represent static association and structural information in

domains (Winston, 1970; Schank, 1972; Schubert, 1979; Brachman, 1979).

Semantic networks continued to evolve as a representation formalism (Lehmann, 1992) and

formed the basis of attribute value formalisms, such as feature structures (Kasper, 1986; Carpen-

ter, 1992), ψ-types (Ait-Kaci, 1984), and terminological subsumption languages (Brachman,

1985). Semantic networks also influenced development in databases leading to the creation of
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semantic databases (Hull, 1987; Peckham, 1988) and schema design tools for relational databases

(Chen, 1976).

Semantic data models have included several organization mechanisms as a way of making data

more closely model the domain and be more accessible, such as aggregation, generalization and

grouping. Aggregation forms new objects combining a group of other objects; for example an

ADDRESS might be defined as an aggregation of STREET, CITY, STATE, and ZIP CODE. Gen-

eralization allows for the inheritance of structural information, and grouping creates sets of simi-

lar objects.

The graph-based domain modeling mechanism we propose is based on a type of attribute value

formalism and uses graphs to model the concepts and their relations. Graphs also can model the

organization mechanisms of aggregation, generalization, and grouping.

2.  Concepts and Relations

Concepts and relations can be modeled as a graph by representing the concepts as vertices in a

graph and the relations as edges.

The interconnected concepts and relations form a labeled, directed graph. This graph describes

the domain in a manner which is generally understandable by both the domain expert and the

database designer with some explanation.

2.1  Genetic Maps

One important domain in genetics is the mapping of disease genes. A genome map is similar to a

road map with chromosomes and genes rather than states and cities. The purpose of a genome

map is to present an overview of all the genes of an organism (its genome). Genes are collected

into chromosomes, but their exact location on the chromosome is usually not known. There are an

estimated 50,000-100,000 genes in the human genome, but biologists have discovered the loca-

tion of only a few thousand. One of the first steps in finding a cure or treatment for a disease is to

find the gene whose mutation causes the disease. To improve the ability to search for the location

of genes, geneticists have created a kind of genomic map called a genetic map which consists of

Concept Concept

Relation

Figure 1: Modeling Concepts and Relations as a Graph
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markers spread over the chromosomes in the genome. These markers can be identified by geneti-

cists and act as mile markers on the genome to track down the location of genes. The relationship

between markers and genes may be diagrammed as a linear order on a chromosome:

Beginning with this illustration of Human chromosome 21, we can create a schematic diagram of

a genetic map and represent it as a graph. For example,

can be represented as:

This does not address important issues such as, ambiguous location, uncertainty in order informa-

tion, statistical evidence supporting an order, or orientation of the map with respect to the chromo-

some. The domain model can be extended to include some of these factors (Graves, 1993b) and

results in a domain model such as in Figure 4, which describes the order information from four

different genome maps.

However, graphs are also useful to describe data which does not have such an obvious graphical

presentation. The relations in a map have a physical interpretation which can be depicted graphi-

cally, but the abstract relations which describe the properties of a marker are also usefully

described using graphs.

marker marker gene marker

D21S11 D21S1 APP D21S111

marker genemarker marker

marker D21S111gene APPmarker D21S1marker D21S11

follows follows follows
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2.2  Modeling Experiments

There are many types of markers that are useful in finding the location of genes. One useful type

is the dinucleotide repeat marker. At many locations in the genome, two nucleotide bases, such as

CA, are repeated. The number of repeats can vary between people and the pattern of inheritance

of these different alleles can be examined within a family to estimate how likely a marker is to be

inherited with a gene being searched for. These probabilities can be used to estimate the location

of the gene with respect to other markers whose locations are known by converting the probability

to a distance using a mapping function (Ott, 1991).

There are various factors which make some dinucleotide repeat markers more useful than other

ones, and discovering useful markers is a fairly involved process which can be supported by data-

bases modeling the appropriate laboratory data. One domain model for representing the relations

between markers and the clones which are used to discover them is presented in Figure 5.

3.  Operators

Operators define how the relations between concepts are changed by manipulation of data in the

domain. Data types are one way of describing data representation and manipulation, though they

may not be powerful enough for realistic domains. We describe two generalizations of abstract

data types: objects and type constructors, and discuss how a biological operator can be described

using graphs.

3.1  Abstract Data Types

Concepts and relations can be formalized as data types, which can help specify the validity of a

specific relation holding between two concepts. Operators defined on the graphs specify a domain

using mechanisms such as rewrite rules or graph logic programs, and the behavior of the opera-

tions can be encapsulated using abstract data types. The rewrite rules or graph logic programs cre-

ate or manipulate a graph within the database and are specified as operators on abstract data types.

Abstract data types can be extended either to objects which are useful for modeling inheritance or

dynamic properties such as state change or to type constructors which are more effective for cre-

ating new data types, combining data types, and modeling complex, repetitive structure.

Concepts are not static entities in all domains. The dynamic properties of concepts can be mod-

eled by defining the concepts as objects in an object-oriented sense. Objects contain the structure

of the concepts as some of its relations; dynamic properties can be added as methods; and the

static and dynamic properties of one object can be inherited by another. For example, in a model

of the plumbing of a large office building, a valve has a stem, case, and joints as parts and is
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related to pipes in and out of the valve; a valve is dynamic and can be opened or closed; and cutoff

valves, pressure release valves, and diverter valves inherit the static and dynamic properties of

valve. Some biological systems have similar features, and objects which encapsulate the structure

of graphs can be used to model operations in the domain which affect the state of biological sys-

tems.

For domains with a complex, repetitive structure or fewer dynamic properties, a more useful gen-

eralization of abstract data types is type constructors. Type constructors are an abstraction of

abstract data types where the “mathematical domain” is parameterized, for example,  is

a type constructor for sets and can be instantiated with the abstract data type  into a

new abstract data type . One formal system for defining and reasoning with

type constructors is intuitionistic (or constructive) type theory (Martin-Lof, 1982). This type the-

ory can be used to define data constructors based on a graph-based structure and organize the type

constructors into a domain-specific data model (Graves, 1993).

3.2  Biological Processes

Domain models must not only represent the concepts and relations of genomic information, but

they must also be able to model the dynamic operations of biological systems. An example of a

relatively simple biological system which must be modeled is the lac operon.

An operon is a self-contained gene system within the genome of some organisms. The lac operon

of E. coli bacteria contains a negative control system for gene expression.    There is a dynamic

competition between inducer and repressor proteins which controls the production of lactose pro-

cessing genes contained within the operon. Graphs can be used to represent the static information

about the system. In figure 2, the lac repressor protein is bound to the lac operon operator site,

SET α( )
INTEGER

SET INTEGER( )
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thus prohibiting production of gene products. In figure 3, an inducer is bound to the lac repressor

so that the repressor cannot bind to the lac operator, thus allowing expression of the genes.

Representing the static information, such as which site on the lac repressor is currently bound, can

be done using graphs. Representing a dynamic occurrence, such as when an inducer binds to the

repressor and causes the repressor to stop binding to the operator is more difficult to represent as a

graph. These state changes are an integral part of biological systems and representing this part of

the domain as operators would allow interesting dynamic processes to be stored and retrieved in

the same way static data is currently handled.

4.  Organizing Domains

Domains can also be organized using graphs. The organization of domains using graphs allows

the same simple mechanism to be used for showing the overall structure of the domain as is used

in describing the details of the domain. For example, inheritance relations can be represented by

“isa” edges between two concepts. Aggregation can be represented similarly with “part-of” rela-

tions, and grouping can be represented with “element” or “collects” relations. Collections of con-

cepts may form other concepts, such as a collection of cars forming a model year. For example,

gene I

encodes

lac repressor

operator

bindsTo

binding
site

inducer

binding
site

operator

Figure 2: lac repressor bound to operator

bindsTo

gene I binding
site

binding
site

encodes

lac repressor

operator

inducer

inducer

Figure 3: inducer bound to lac repressor
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geneticists and genealogists use pedigrees which are a description of biological families. This

very simple domain can be organized as:

and contains one generalization hierarchy, one grouping, and one aggregation.

However, the graph based approach is not limited to static organizations or common organiza-

tions. Dynamic or episodic aspects of a domain may be organized using temporal relations, such

as “before”, “follows”, or “co-occurring” relations, and some domains have organizations which

are particular to a few domains. Many domains require organizations such as “function” or “cau-

sation”, and some domains may have organizations which are specific to that domain. For exam-

ple, in a multi-national corporation, there are organizations based on “subsidiary”, “country”,

“product line”, and “major function/responsibility”.

Biology has many domain-specific organizations which must be accurately modeled before useful

computational systems based on these biological areas can be built. Organization information is

often ignored by existing representation frameworks, but in many areas of biology only the orga-

nizational information is known. Usually the overall structure of a biological system is discovered

before the details, and few of the concepts can be initially described other than indirectly, thus

ontologies which build up from the definitions in a domain will not be able to describe the newest,

“hot” domains.

Some of the more common biological organizations are taxonomy, phylogeny, synteny, subunit

structure, macromolecular complexes, subcellular localization, metabolic pathways, developmen-

tal structure, and regulatory networks. Some of these organizations can be approximated by more

person

man woman

biological
family

siblings

man woman

person

siblings

isaisa

part-of

collects

part-of
part-of

Generalization Grouping

Aggregation
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common organizations, but the unique features of the organization are what the biologist most

need to have modeled, because those features are what distinguishes that area from another and

makes the area worth studying.

Taxonomies organize biological entities based on similar characteristics while phylogenies orga-

nize biological entities based on common ancestry. Synteny is shared regions of chromosomes

between species and is an organization of homology relationships.

Subunit structures allow organization within a single entity based on self-contained subunits.

Macromolecular complexes are organizations of multiple individual molecules which work

together to provide a more complex function. Subcellular localization specifies organization

based on the spatial orientation of entities within a cell.

A metabolic pathway is a biological process which is carried out in a series of reactions and is

controlled by the availability of activating agents. Developmental expression is the description of

the process of specialization of cells within an organism to provide different functionalities during

early development of an individual. Regulatory networks organize a collection of genes whose

expression depends upon the same set of factors. It is especially important to model regulatory

mechanisms at the organization level, because few details of the concepts, relations, or operations

are currently known to biologists.

5.  Conclusion

We have shown how graphs can be used to represent the concepts, relations, operators, and orga-

nizations of domains. Concepts and relations form graphs. The concept and relation graphs also

describe what relationships are changed by operators in the domain. Operators were described in

terms of abstract data types, objects, and type constructors, though we are currently investigating

techniques which fit more closely to the graph-based paradigm. Organizations are important

aspects of the domain to model and can also be described using graphs.

Domain information can be coerced into a single representation frameworks, but that will ignore

the specific features of the information which is unique to the domain. It is those unique features

which most need to be modeled, because those features are what distinguishes the domain from

others and is what the scientist is usually most interested in studying.

We have implemented a prototype system in Common Lisp which supports the use of graphs for

concepts and relations, graph-based operators as type constructors, and a simple method of orga-

nizing domains. We are currently developing a more robust system using Smalltalk and a com-

mercial database that will incorporate the definition of concepts and relations as graphs, operators

defined in terms of objects, and various methods of organizing domain information.
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Based on our experience using graphs to model a variety of biological systems, graphs appear to

be a useful mechanism for describing biological domains. Graphs also seem to be an effective

representation for information with a complex structure, and we have found that graph-based

domain modeling helps in the development of databases.
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Figure 5: Relationships of a marker and a clone which contains it.


